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About This Content

The Adalian Forest Pack contains:

Forest Caller Chief equipment (7 pieces)
Forest Lead Dancer equipment (7 pieces)

Starnight Sword
Five New Emotes

Equipment is non-dyable and can’t be converted to fragments. All equipment pieces and weapon have the same gameplay stats
as gear already existing in-game and offer no gameplay advantage.
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why did i waste my money on this. Wanna play this game? It looks fairly neat for $8. How would you like to spend 5+ minutes
looking for an opponent, only for the game to close down instead. Really is a blast to look at the dps of the various
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 ships that you don't ever get to use. Bad game for baddies.. Good, for if it was in
"alpha" process.. While TSS is not quite my favorite DROD game or a good entry point into the series, it is no doubt the best
one as a pure puzzler and by all rights one of the biggest and best pure puzzle games ever made as well as a fantastic culmination
to the series.. Worth playing if you love simple shooters with lots of nice fx. The gameplay stays pretty fun for an indie game.

PROS:
-Upgrades and weapons are cool.
-Art has a nice style.
-Animation is solid.
-Great flashy effects.
-Music works well.

CONS:
-Story is fairly standard.
-Feels a bit repetitive at times (What game doesn't nowdays).
-No Multiplayer.

7\/10. Honestly, it's just not very good. Unless I've missed some hidden complexity, the combat is about as straightforward as
the cardgame War (in a bad way) and there is very little plot to speak of. all and all, I'm not recommending it.. I have always
loved the fallout games..but in vr it's just so much better
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When you first fire up Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP, you are greeted by a mysterious cigar smoking figure with the
following introduction:

"We are profoundly grateful that you have chosen to participate in this experimental treatment for acute soul-sickness."

That's as good an indication as any that this isn't your average run of the mill entertainment. While the core gameplay matches
that of a classic 2D point and click adventure, the distinct elements that feed the whole are original and uniquely charming and
the sum of their parts makes for an experience that is quite unlike anything else.

You will be presented with the option to tweet the messages that pop up throughout your quest, and as hinted at earlier, I guess
this is meant to function as an experiment in social networking and provide real-time feedback and meta-commentary while you
play. It's a novel way of integrating real-world social networks and to my knowledge hasn't been attempted before in this
medium in such fashion. This is a game that isn't afraid to be self-conscious and sometimes poke fun at itself and at what it is
trying to achieve. The ironic tone of the dialogue makes this clear from the onset, and although I enjoyed the wry wit and
humour on display, there were times when I couldn't help but think what might have been if the developers hadn't felt the need
to abruptly break the fourth wall so often and had taken this wonderful thing they had created at face value and just ran with it.
Because there is real magic to be found here.

While playing Sword & Sworcery, I'm reminded once again that aiming for fidelity in computer generated graphics can be
something of a double-edged, well, sword. While there's something to be said for games that push polygons to their limits and
dazzle and awe with their polished "cinematic realism", what the developers of S&S EP have achieved with simple 2D sprites
and pixelated lo-fi is nothing short of... magical. Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP is, without a doubt, one of the most
beautifully designed and evocatively atmospheric games I have ever witnessed. The beauty and artistry of the visual landscape
never cease to fascinate.

It can't be stated often enough that a huge part of what gives the game its one-of-a-kind otherworldly feel is the stellar work of
musical genius Jim Guthrie. The hauntingly atmospheric music and brilliantly minimalist sound design make this wonderful
mystical world come to life. Sometimes, while wandering around, I would just stop and not do anything at all and just look and
listen and just try to soak it all in.

But of course there's more to this whole strange and fantastic adventure, there's a mystery to be solved, secrets to be uncovered,
moon phases to be observed, hidden things to be clicked on, places to be discovered, monsters to be fought, and a story to be
told and experienced and remembered and cherished. I can't but recommend Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP in the
strongest terms. It's a wonderful thing to behold.. This was interesting... Confusing and surreal but that's what's nice about it.
Once I was een quite scared but in a fun way ^^. This game is fantastic! As I played this game, it seemed really realistic with the
talking. It was also really interesting that you could choose different paths like when you are talking with someone in the game
you could disagree or agree and that could lead on to what happens later on in the game. I personally think maker\/creator of the
game made multiple story paths so this game has meaning and liveliness. This game is also really fun even though it is kind of
difficult at first, but you will get the hang of it in about 5 minutes, and that\u2019s what makes it fun. This game is not just
some mindless action, there is also a hint of logic and thinking. I felt accomplishment because of the mixture of feelings and
actions in the game. Besides, the game pictures are well-designed and very artistic and I also liked the music. One suggestion for
upgrading the game is to include some AI elements, for example, using speech recognition to conduct speech conversation..
Able Black is a pretty cool puzzle-story game, where you play as Able Black, an android whose main purpose is passing his
Citizenship Exam in order to become designated to help humanity from potential disaster. This is the updated Steam version of
the original mobile version of the game.

The way the game is presented is by two parts - the Story part, and the Puzzle-solving part:
- The Story part consists of mainly text. You'll be presented with the story of Able Black and the overall circumstances that lead
him to take the Citizenship Exam.
- Then there's the Puzzle part, which consists of stories, imagery and options that you shall pick depending on the question or
objective that's being asked for you to do. After solving the Puzzles, the cycle starts over with another Story part and so on.

The Story is, without fail, pretty good. If you're into science fiction stories, where you're given enough space to form your own
conjectures until the story proves you what the truth is, then you sure are going to enjoy this. Though it's mostly only text and
very few visuals appear, I found myself highly interested in it, wanting more. The few turns and twists that were slowly
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presented to me, were enough to make me continue all the way to the end. On the other hand, there's the Puzzles.
The Puzzles the game includes are not particularly hard, but they sure are meant to be given a focused line of thinking. You will
be given all the information you need, so there's no need to worry about obtuse puzzles. In any case, you will be given hints for
each puzzle, so don't be afraid to use them if you get stuck.

Something I need to remark, without trying to give any kind of spoilers: if you do NOT like psychological tests or the feeling of
being psychoanalized by the choices you make, then I'm afraid to say this isn't the game for you. The game will present you with
moral dilemmas and choices related to the Story and the game will present you with a result\/conclusion based on what you
choose. If you feel not interested or annoyed by this kind of gameplay, be wary if you still decide to try this game.

I really enjoyed this game, it was a good experience and I highly recommend it. The overall design and presentation the game
gives on both the Story and the Puzzles is very cool; even though "simplistic\/minimalistic" looking, it works in favor of the
game, making it enjoyable and giving it a more polished look, a detail that seems to be overlooked by several indie games.
Though the main story is a bit short (around 1.5 hrs, puzzles included) you still are presented with secrets that you can feel free
to explore in the game if you so desire.

This is a very cool little game, and I'm really glad I was able to enjoy as one of the last games of the year. Hopefully it will get
more attention!. This game is not for everyone. I'm not going to spoil it. If you like artsy indies that leave you thinking, play this
game. It's a couple hours long and it's worth your time if only for the feelings you're left with at the end. If you want a
metroidvania that lets you run and gun and hits all of your pleasure centers, this is not the game for you and in your case I cannot
recommend it.

This is a game that will leave your jaw slightly agape as you wonder what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 just happened. It is
rare after 20+ years of gaming that anything surprises me, REALLY surprises me, catches me completely unaware, and this
game did. What exactly does the title refer to? What is inescapable? What do the cryptic bits of the description mean? What
DID they find on the planet?. I can only imagine the madman who thought up this weapon. Some other reviewers queried
whether this game is dead and I have been working to proof this is indeed the case. Eventhough the graphics are nice and it's a
great hidden object game I strongly recommend not purchasing it. The developers simply didn't bother to make a proper finish
for the game and clearly are just trying to get you to make in-app purchases. I have played the whole game without ever making
an additional purchase, got every achievement that's possible in the game, finished every collection multiple times and reached
the highest level of all areas (highest level is 11, after that the bar just doesn't fill anymore) and finished every task but the last
one (the shards of the mirror) which never became active (even after there's no progress to be had in the game whatsoever). I
had hoped that the developers would not have just left this game unfinished however thisis clearly the case. Point proven: THE
GAME IS DEAD and not worth your money.. Played for the story, stayed for the gameplay.. Neat Idea still in alpha, Hope all
the bugs get fixed. Combat and gather should be 2 sep. buttons: when in battle you will get errors about the tree is not old like
you are trying to gather. I can not recommend the game in its current state.
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